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Abstract. Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) with realistic faces are
becoming an intrinsic part of many graphics systems employed in HCI
applications. A fundamental issue is how people visually perceive the affect of
a speaking agent. In this paper we present the first study evaluating the relation
between objective and subjective visual perception of emotion as displayed on
a speaking human face, using both full video and sparse point-rendered
representations of the face. We found that objective machine learning analysis
of facial marker motion data is correlated with evaluations made by
experimental subjects, and in particular, the lower face region provides
insightful emotion clues for visual emotion perception. We also found that
affect is captured in the abstract point-rendered representation.

1 Introduction
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) [2, 9, 20, 21, 28, 29, 36, 39] are important
to graphics and HCI communities. ECAs with emotional behavior models have been
proposed as a natural interface between humans and machine systems. The realism of
facial displays of ECAs is one of the more difficult hurdles to overcome, both for
designers and researchers who evaluate the effectiveness of the ECAs.
However, despite this growing area of research, there currently is not a systematic
methodology to validate and understand how we humans visually perceive the affect
of a conversational agent. As ECAs become more and more prevalent in HCI
systems, understanding the usability of them as well as the significance of different
face representations is clearly a priority. In this work, we aim to answer the following
questions:
• Are the results from objective analysis of facial marker motion and subjective
evaluation of recorded face video clips consistent?
• Does abstract point-rendered facial animation provide cues for visual emotion
perception? And is it a useful representation for ECAs?
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• Which emotion pairs are easily confused when people perceive emotions from
visual talking faces?
To answer the above questions, we investigated the problem of ‘visual perception
of emotion in speech’ using a multifaceted and comparative approach. An actress
with markers on her face was directed to recite specified sentences with four basic
emotions (neutral, happiness, anger, and sadness). A facial motion capture system
captured the 3D motions of the facial markers, while a video camera simultaneously
also recorded her face. We analyzed these captured objective motion data using
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) [22], and conducted subjective evaluation
experiments on both the recorded face video clip and a unique rendering of just the
facial markers themselves (termed the point-rendered representation in this work). We
conducted the above analysis and experiments on different face regions (whole face,
the upper face, the lower face). Finally, we did a comparative analysis on the
objective/subjective results and considered the implications of our findings.
To our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate the consistency among
objective facial marker motion, subjective evaluations of real talking face videos, and
abstract point-rendered faces. By combining the objective captured motion analysis
and two types of subjective evaluations, we obtain a comprehensive and multifaceted
view on the problem of visual emotion perception with speech. Furthermore, we
believe that using an abstract rendering of the emotions (i.e., the markers without the
face) should provide insight into the ways in which people learn emotions from faces
rendered from a finite set of control points. The goal of the current paper is not to
learn new theoretical aspects of how people emote, but alternatively to begin to
provide a methodological framework for interpreting emotions—whether those
emotions are generated by physical faces, digital avatars from real-time tracked
humans, or from embodied agents that use algorithms to create emotions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews previous
work connected emotion perception from human faces. Section 3 describes data
capture and the experiment design. Section 4 describes of the analyses of the
objective motion capture data. Section 5 describes the subjective evaluation that
includes two subjective studies—one in which people attempted to judge emotions
from the video of the actress, and one in which they attempted to perceive emotions
from a rendering of just the markers themselves without the face. Section 6 gives an
in-depth analysis of both the subjective and objective results and their correlations.
Finally, Section 7 concludes this work and discusses implications of the results.

2 Background and Related Work
In the computer graphics and computer vision communities, extensive computer
facial animation research has been done since Parke's seminal work [33]. Examples of
these advances can be seen in work generating realistic speech animation [27, 34, 11,
6, 5, 16, 19, 24] and expressive facial animation [14, 15, 35, 8, 2, 31, 10, 4, 17, 26].
For example, the Facial Action Coding Systems (FACS) proposed by Ekman and
Friesen [17] is a widely used system to represent various human expressions by
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combining basic facial action units. Essa and Pentland [18] extended FACS to encode
the temporal and spatial information by modeling the dynamics of facial expressions,
for the purpose of analysis and recognition of facial expressions. The work of [37,38]
demonstrated the success of using eigen-faces for the characterization of human faces
and face recognition.
In the HCI community, researchers have conducted quite a few experiments to
evaluate the effects of using ECAs as a human/machine interface. Walker et al. [25]
investigated the benefits of synthetic talking faces in the context of a questionnaire
study and found that talking faces made subjects spent more time, made fewer
mistakes and gave more comments. Nass et al. [30] compared performance
differences when people interacted with their own face or alternatively someone else's
face, and found that subjects showed more positive responses when seeing their own
faces. Panzdic et al. [32] evaluated and compared the performance of different
synthetic talking faces for interactive services. The work of [1, 23] assesses the
emotional recognizability of synthetic faces based on the FACS [17], in terms of
subjective recognition rates.
Instead of only using recorded expression sequences without utterances [1, 23],
Costantini et al. [12] comparatively evaluated two MPEG-4 synthetic faces (motion
capture based and script-based) that spoke with emotions. Two synthetic FAP-based
talking faces were evaluated under both conditions, including cross-face comparisons,
and comparisons with a human actor. The results indicated that motion-capture based
synthetic faces generated more natural results than script based faces. Bassili [3]
investigated the role of different facial regions for emotion perception tasks only with
subjective experiments. He found that the importance of a region of the face differed
depending on the emotion. Costantini et al. [13] not only looked at emotion
recognition rates, but also analyzed recognition errors.

Fig 1. The left panel illustrates the marker layout used in the objective data analysis.
Markers above the solid curve represent markers in the upper face region, and markers
above the solid curve are for the lower face region. The middle panel is a snapshot of the
record video. The right panel illustrates the used motion capture system.
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3 Data Capture and Experiment Design

Figure 2: The plotting of correct discrimination
rate VS reduced dimensionality. The top is for
WHOLE-FACE, the middle is for UPPERFACE, and the bottom is for LOWER-FACE.

A motion capture system was used to
capture accurate 3D facial marker
motions of a single actress with
markers on her face (Figure 1). She was
directed to recite three specified
sentences four times, and each time a
different emotion (from a total of four:
neutral, anger, sadness, and happiness)
was expressed naturally, without
exaggeration. The three sentences are:
“You're truly impossible!”, “How do
you think you're going to catch up
now?”, and “So the sock struck your
head and injured your pride?” The
motion capture system tracked and
recovered 3D motion of every marker
at a 120Hz sampling frequency. At the
same time, an off-the-shelf video
camera recorded her face. We collected
data from a single actress (as opposed
to getting a larger sample of faces)
because our interest was in comparing
methodologies of emotion validation,
as opposed to discovering universal
emotional patterns across people.
We analyzed the data in both
objective
and
subjective
ways.
Objectively, we examined results from
a discriminant analysis of the recorded
expressive facial motion data and
distributions of that data in a high
dimensional
motion
space. We
performed subjective evaluations by
running experiments in which subjects
identified and rated various types of
stimuli based on the recorded video
footage and recorded 3D marker
motion without the video behind it.
Audio was removed from both stimuli,
and the various emotions were played
in a random order for experimental
subjects.
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4 Objective Motion Discrimination
After the facial motion data were captured, we preprocessed the motion data by
aligning motion frames with a chosen reference frame. The alignment included
translation (anchoring a nose marker to be the center of each frame) and head motion
removal using a statistical shape-analysis method [7]. Hence, all motion frames were
located in a uniform coordinate system.
The aligned expressive facial motion data were processed to generate three groups:
whole face motion data (WHOLE-FACE), upper face motion data (UPPER-FACE),
and lower face motion data (LOWER-FACE). Each of the above three groups has 12
motion capture sequences: 3 sentences*4 expressions = 12. Each frame of UPPERFACE is composed of only the motions of the markers in the upper face region (the
red markers in the left panel in Figure 1), and each frame of LOWER-FACE is for the
motions of the markers in the lower face region (the blue markers in the left panel in
Figure 1). For each group, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to
reduce original high dimensional motion vectors (concatenating 3D motions of
markers in one frame into one vector) into low dimensional vectors.
To observe how these four expressive motions were further discriminated while the
reduced dimensionality was varied, a Quadratic Discrimination Analysis (QDA)

Figure 3. Plot of emotion confusion matrices of objective data analysis. Here N denotes
“Neutral”, A denotes “Anger”, S denotes “Sadness”, and H denotes “Happiness”. The left is
for the whole face, the middle for the upper face region, and the right for the lower face
region.

method [22] was used to discriminate expressive motion. As illustrated in Figure 2,
there is a big jump in discrimination rate when the dimensionality is increased from
two to three. In all three cases (WHOLE-FACE, UPPER-FACE and LOWER-FACE),
happiness was the easiest emotion to classify and anger was the most difficult one.
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Figure 4. Three versions are used in the subjective evaluation.
N

Whole Face
A
S

H

N

Upper Face
A
S

H

N

Lower Face
A
S

H
0
0.777
0.053
0
0.739
0.041
0
0.170
0.220
N 0.732 0.020 0.248
0.128
0.532
0.050
0.188
0.541
0.060
0.290
0.211
A 0.142 0.535 0.256 0.067
0.001
0.850
0
0.068
0.790
0
0.065
0.592
0.071
0.149
0.142
0.272
S
0
0.038
0.008
0.954
0
0.011
0
0.989
0.008
0.053
0.098
0.841
H
Table 1: Emotion confusion matrices of QDA objective data analysis. Bold numbers highlight
these easily confused visual emotion pairs.

Based on the above QDA results, we calculated emotion confusion matrices that
represent how expressive motions were confused with each other. Figure 3 and Table
1 show the confusion matrices (the reduced dimensionality is 3). In all three cases
(the whole face, the upper face and the lower face) anger was easily misidentified as
sadness, and sadness and neutral were easily confused with each other. Bold numbers
in Table 1 highlight these easily confused visual emotion pairs.

Figure 5. Illustrations of three versions of rendered point motion snapshots (whole face
points, upper face points, and lower face points)

5 Subjective Experiment Evaluations
In this section, we used two types of video clips: video clips (video faces) directly
recorded during the capture session, and 3D point motion clips (point-rendered faces)
made by simply rendering captured markers’ 3D motion. For the ordinary video clips,
we first removed audio. Then, for each video clip, we made three versions: a video
clip only showing the upper face region (UPPER-VIDEO), a video clip only showing
the lower face region (LOWER-VIDEO), and one showing the full face (WHOLEVIDEO). The partitioning scheme of a face is illustrated in Figure 4. These black
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Figure 6. The illustration of the confusion matrices of face
regions for different emotions in the POINT REGION
EXPERIMENT (top) and the VIDEO REGION EXPERIMENT
(bottom).
N
N
A
S
H

Whole Face
A
S

Upper Face
A
S

H

N

0.013

0.613

0.120

masks were superimposed
by video editing tools.
The subjective evaluation
of these video clips is
referred to as the video
region experiment. For
the clips based on only the
markers,
we
directly
plotted marker motion
using Matlab to generate
point-motion clips (Figure
5). As in other conditions,
there was no audio. Then
we made three versions of
point-motion video by
only showing motion of
specified markers:
a
motion clip only showing
the upper face markers
(UPPER-POINT),
a
motion clip only showing
the lower face markers
(LOWER-POINT), and the
one showing the full face
markers
(WHOLEPOINT). The subjective
evaluation of point motion
clips is referred to as the
point region experiment.
A subjective evaluation
experiment was set up in a
university classroom. A
projector was used to
Lower Face
A
S

H

N

0.240

0.027

0.733

0.121

0.133

0.013

H
0.080

0.627

0.253

0.107

0.080

0.853

0.040

0.027

0.267

0.427

0.173

0.133

0.173

0.640

0.107

0.053

0.413

0.521

0.013

0.467

0.147

0.373

0.013

0.186

0.147

0.667

0

0.027

0.013

0.053

0.907

0.213

0.147

0.120

0.520

0.041

0.013

0.013

0.933

Table 2: Emotion confusion matrices of the video region experiment.

project the video onto a large screen. The experiment was composed of several subexperiments: video region experiment (including UPPER-VIDEO, LOWER-VIDEO,
and WHOLE-VIDEO), and point region experiment (including UPPER-POINT,
LOWER-POINT, and WHOLE-POINT). Within each sub-experiment, corresponding
clips were randomly played to a total of 25 subjects. The same group of subjects
participated in all of the above experiments. The 25 subjects were undergraduate
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N
N
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S
H

Whole Face
A
S

Upper Face
A
S

H

N

0.037

0.593

0.074

0.185

Lower Face
A
S

H

N

0.148

0.685

0.111

0.167

H

0.704

0.037

0.222

0.037

0.222

0.556

0.111

0.111

0.315

0.370

0.093

0.222

0.481

0.315

0.074

0.130

0.407

0.148

0.296

0.149

0.389

0.241

0.204

0.166

0.463

0.056

0.425

0.056

0.259

0.148

0.148

0.445

0.241

0.279

0.222

0.259

0.296

0.185

0.167

0.352

Table 3: Emotion confusion matrices of the POINT REGION EXPERIMENT.

student volunteers who were majoring in various disciplines such as engineering and
psychology, and fourteen were female. In each experimental session, a group of
participants saw each emotion clip once, and attempted to determine its perceived
emotion from four possible options (neutral, anger, sadness and happiness). At the
same time, he/she filled in a confidence level for this choice on a scale from 1 to 5 (1
meant “random guess” and 5 meant “very sure”). They could choose the same
response option as often as they wanted.
We plotted emotion recognition rate versus facial regions to see what the
associations were between
visual emotion perceptions
and upper or lower facial
regions when the audio was
removed. Figure 6 and
Table 2-3 illustrate the
confusion matrices for the
point region experiment and
for the video region
experiment. As we can see
from Fig. 6, for neutral,
sadness and anger, the point
region and video region
results were consistent in
some places. Since the point
motion clips did not provide
as much information as the
videos, the perception rate
on point motion clips was
lower
than
that
of
corresponding video clips
(bold numbers in Table 2-3).
However,
emotion
recognition and confusion
patterns (Figure 6) were
similar across the two
different
experiments,
indicating that subjects were
Figure 7. The plotting of average confidence level vs
in fact inferring meaningful
emotion types in the POINT REGION EXPERIMENT (top)
emotional cues from the
and the VIDEO REGION EXPERIMENT (bottom). As we can
limited
information
see from the figure, their patterns are similar.
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Figure 8. (Top) comparisons of different face regions on
emotional perception. (Bottom) emotion perception rate
depended on emotion type. Here O = QDA mocap data
objective analysis, P = point region experiment, and V =
video region experiment.

provided by the point
clouds.
Both the point region
experiment and video
region experiment (Figure
6) again confirmed that
sadness and neutral were
easily confused. It is
interesting to notice that
happiness was the most
easily recognized emotion
in the video clips, but was
more
difficult
to
recognize from the point
motion clips.
Figure 7 illustrates the
average confidence level
in the video region
experiment (right) and the
average confidence level
in the point region
experiment (left). For all
emotions, in both the
video and point region
experiments, generally the
average confidence level
of the whole face was
higher than that of the
lower face region, and the
average confidence level
for the lower face region
was higher than the upper
face region. As we can see
from Figure 7, the point
region experiment results
share generally similar
patterns to the video
region experiment.

6 Comparative Analysis
Figure 8 compares the importance of different facial regions in terms of three
experimental conditions (motion capture data objective analysis, point region
experiment, and video region experiment). As we can see from Figure 8, generally,
the mocap objective analysis approach recognizes emotions best, except for the
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neutral expression. Most likely, subjects put “neutral” as their default choice when
unsure, and this caused the high recognition rate for neutral in the point and video
region experiments. The right panel of Figure 8 illustrates that recognition rates
depend on the emotion, with happiness and anger being more recognizable than
sadness, while the neutral emotion achieves the highest perception accuracy.
We further investigate the differences between the previous confusion matrices
(Table 1-3) generated by three different evaluation approaches. Table 4 shows
N

Whole Face
A
S

H

N

Upper Face
A
S

H

N

Lower Face
A
S

N

Whole Face
A
S

H

N

Upper Face
A
S

H

N

Lower Face
A
S

H
-0.01
N 0.105 -0.23 0.141 -0.01 0.164 -0.07 -0.07 -0.03 0.006 -0.08 0.087
-0.02
A 0.062 -0.32 0.216 0.040 -0.14 0.105 0.117 -0.08 0.015 0.099 0.104
0.096
-0.01
-0.08
-0.01
0.086
-0.08
-0.08
0.071
-0.41
0.329
-0.33
0.417
S
-0.09
H -0.03 0.025 -0.05 0.047 -0.21 -0.14 -0.12 0.469 -0.03 0.040 0.085
Table 4: Difference matrices obtained by subtracting emotion confusion matrices of the video
region experiment from that of QDA objective motion analysis. Significant differences are
highlighted with bold.

H
0.02
0.046
0.05
-0.12
0.048
0.01
-0.03
-0.02
N -0.08 0.216 -0.12 -0.02
A -0.14 0.297 -0.07 -0.08 -0.05 0.057 0.08 -0.08 -0.30 0.325 0.033 -0.05
-0.14
0.078
-0.09
-0.15
0.091
-0.05
-0.35
0.265
0.225
0.169
-0.27
0.242
S
-0.14
-0.09
-0.03
-0.13
-0.10
-0.17
-0.15
0.462
0.261
-0.25
0.581
H -0.23
Table 5: Difference matrices obtained by subtracting emotion confusion matrices of the point
region experiment from that of video region experiment. Significant differences are highlighted
with bold.

difference matrices by subtracting the emotion confusion matrices of the video region
experiment from that of QDA objective motion analysis. Several significant
differences in its whole face section are due to the visual confusions between sad and
angry emotions. In the upper face section, QDA objective motion analysis did a much
better job than the video region experiment in discriminating sadness and happiness
from the upper face motion. Given that there are relatively small amounts of motion
in the upper face when humans are making sad or happy speech, experimental
subjects often visually misjudged it as neutral. In the lower face section, we were
surprised to see a high consistency between QDA objective data analysis and the
video region experiment. It suggests that experimental subjects indeed received
insightful emotion clues from the lower face region, as such, their emotion confusion
matrices were well matched.
Table 5 shows the difference matrices between the point region experiment and
video region experiment. Since the abstract point-rendered faces provided less spatial
information and less face details than the video faces, we expected the point region
experiment to result in a lower recognition rate than the video region experiment.
Highlighted differences in the whole face section of Table 5 confirmed our
assumption. The upper face section of Table 5, consistent with that of Table 4, shows
that subjects had more problems correctly differentiating sadness and happiness from
the upper face region alone. Also, except for errors mistaking emotions for neutral,
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the lower face section of Table 5 shows that emotion confusion matrices of the lower
face region of the point-rendering faces had a similar confusion pattern to video faces.
It again confirms that the lower face region (abstract point-rendering representation or
real video faces) does provide insightful emotion clues for visual emotion perception
(confusion) patterns that are consistent with QDA objective facial motion analysis
(Table 4).

7 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated how people perceive visual emotions with speech. This
work is the first to evaluate the consistency among objective facial motion data
analysis, subjective perception of faces in video, and subjective perception of abstract
point-rendered faces. We found that the objective discrimination results of motion
capture data are highly correlated with those of subjective evaluation experiments. In
particular, the lower face region (across multiple representations in rendering)
provides insightful clues for visual emotion perception. We also found that anger was
easily visually perceived as sadness, and sadness and neutral were difficult to visually
discriminate.
In comparison with previous literature [3, 13], the findings of this study are
consistent on some points; for instance, our study verifies the importance of the lower
face region for most of the emotions [3] and pairs of angry-sad and neutral-sad are
easily confused [13]. Our new findings of this work include the fact that the lower
face region incorporates important clues for visual emotion perception, because it can
generate similar emotion confusion matrices (patterns) among its different face
representations. This finding can be further exploited to evaluate expressive
embodied conversational agents.
We are aware that the four basic emotions (neutral, anger, sadness, and happiness)
studied in this work are not enough to cover comprehensive ECAs, e.g., fear, interest,
and disgust were not covered in this work. In future work we plan on examining a
wider array of emotions. Furthermore, a major limitation of the current work is that
we only studied a single actress when generating the emotions. In order to fully
generalize our findings, we plan on replicating this work with a number of
actors/actresses. However, the purpose of the current work was to validate a number
of methodologies, and given our limited stimulus set, we found excellent convergence
in our methods.
There are many questions that remain open. As described in the section on
objective motion analysis section, the emotion visual-confusion matrices of the
objective analysis are highly consistent with the subjective evaluation experiments.
This observation indicates that the objective emotion visual-confusion matrices
(especially the lower face region) could be used as a useful benchmark to evaluate
synthetic expressive facial animation. For example, for a synthetic expressive speech
animation, the same QDA [22] can be applied to the 3D motion dataset (Figure 1) on
the animated face. If the new generated objective visual-emotion confusion matrices
are close to the ones illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 1, (Measurement could be the
Absolute Expressive Performance (AEP) and the Relative Expressive Performance
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(REP) [1].), then it could suggest that the synthetic expressive animated face
sequence is close to a real human. In sum, the current work provides the beginnings
of establishing a system of methodologies to evaluate emotions generated by digital
ECAs.
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